WebPath Express delivers a credible, grade-appropriate search tool for your students and teachers.

A TARGETED WEB SEARCH

Students and teachers need a web search tool that can narrow their quest for information with laser-sharp focus. Avoid the old, outdated websites, the dead links and the sources of misinformation. Your students and teachers deserve a search tool that will get them the information they need, with none of the distractions and pitfalls of garden variety search engines. Your students and teachers deserve WebPath Express.

PreK-12, teachers and students can be rewarded in their search with grade appropriate, accurate data that’s been vetted through – who better? – other teachers and educators throughout the country. Better yet, each search is grade-level specific, so that each student’s self-directed search will match their own selected grade and reading level.

Quick, easy to use and a source for credible, filtered, accurate data, WebPath Express is a direct link to the relevant data your students need.

By the time you read this, we will already be at the 100,000 trustworthy, relevant website landmark, with more on the way.

“WebPath Express takes away some of the stress of research. Instead of spending time scouring the Internet to find reliable information, students can turn to WebPath Express for reliable sources.”

TIFFANY WHITEHEAD, Teacher-Librarian

Visit follettlearning.com/repfinder to find your Sales Rep.
info@follettlearning.com | 877.899.8550
WebPath Express™ at a glance:

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR LIBRARY

• Gain access to roughly 100,000 trustworthy, up-to-date and informative PreK-12 websites that are integrated with your library resources.
• Get age-appropriate results provided by the Lexile Reading Range to match the grade level of your students.
• Find the websites that you’re looking for with search language and “Did You Mean” functionality.
• Breeze through the process with easy-to-use search, browse and narrowing capabilities, including Visual Search Icons for younger users and English language users.
• Have 24-hour access to reliable, educator-reviewed websites from school, home or anywhere.
• Identify which topic areas are most heavily used, and get the knowledge to make informed curriculum development decisions.
• Rely on websites that are consistently monitored and updated to ensure all available information is current and appropriate.

DEPENDABLE SEARCHES FOR STUDENTS IN A FRACTION OF THE TIME

• Search by topic.
• Search by source type (dictionary/thesaurus, encyclopedia, magazine, news, primary source).
• Search by format (media types such as biography, eBook, educational game, interactive, music, video, animation, audio, image collection).
• Grade levels included are PreK-12.
• Students can easily add sites to their resource list at any time.
• Search by Lexile Measures.

SUPPORT STUDENT SUCCESS WITH FOLLETT’S INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES

WebPath Express provides a low-cost, low-maintenance, curriculum-enhancing resource through seamless integration with Follett solutions, giving students and staff easy access via browser-based technology.

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR FOLLETT SOLUTIONS WITH THE ENTIRE LINEUP OF DIGITAL CONTENT SUBSCRIPTIONS
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